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The project was initiated due to the concerns regarding the financial health of the 
banking sector and that the sector was not fulfilling its role to stimulate economic 
growth. The recommendations outlined in this presentation are based on 
international best practices.

Banking Sector Reforms

1 President Rouhani’s government seeks sustainable economic growth

2 The banking sector is one of the four main areas in need of reform to achieve 
this growth

3
An overhaul of the banking sector has started, with the central bank working 
on defining standards and restoring financial discipline, including the need for 
banks having capital injections, management restructuring and improvements 
in corporate governance.



The financial system’s impact on growth depends on how well it performs 
certain critical functions

Banking Sector Reforms

When banks screen borrowers effectively and identify firms with the most 
promising prospects, this is a first step in boosting productivity growth

When financial markets and institutions mobilize savings from disparate 
households to invest in these promising projects, this further fosters growth

When financial institutions monitor the use of investments and scrutinize their 
managerial performance, this boosts operational efficiency & reduces waste and 
fraud, spurring economic growth. 

When securities markets ease the diversification of risk, this encourages 
investment in higher-return projects that might be shunned without effective 
risk management vehicles

When financial systems lower transactions costs, this facilitates trade and 
specialization, which are fundamental inputs into technological innovation and 
economic growth



In 2011, the IMF was concerned that the Iranian banking system was under-
capitalised

Banking Sector Reforms



Poor macroeconomic conditions lead to high NPLs but there are significant 
implications to the economy if NPLs are not corrected.
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China has the largest credit to the private sector and Iran the lowest
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And the vicious cycle is evident as China has showed the highest growth and 
Iran the lowest
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The relationship of credit to the private sector and GDP growth is clear for all 
countries in the peer group
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Which is mirrored by corporate surveys which highlight the most problematic 
factors for doing business in Iran are access to finance
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The NPL problem and the pressure on deposit rates has led to commercial 
banking not being profitable as a sector
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The bond market is much less developed in Iran due to the rules and practices 
of the domestic debt securities market 

Banking sector reforms
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Bond market development also influences growth prospects
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Iran also has the lowest FDI which is also impacting growth prospects
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POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS 

TO SUPPORT 

SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC 
GROWTH



Our findings provide a compelling argument for far reaching banking sector reforms, significant 
focus of financial stability and creating a banking system that promotes economic growth. 

Policy recommendations

1 Changes to bankruptcy, foreclosure, banking and central bank laws

2 Capacity building for CBI & the banking industry

3 Regulatory rulebook

4 Implement international accounting, auditing & reporting standards

5 Asset quality review, operational audits and restructuring of banks

6 Injection of capital and liquidity into the banking system

7 Creation of a centralised collection agency for NPLs

8 Establishing a local credit rating agency

9 Investment company to purchase bank buildings

10 Changing rules for capital markets

11 Changes to rules governing credit institutions

12 Establish an international financial centre

Our twelve key policy 
recommendations for 

the CBI, the Iranian 
government and the 

banking sector include:



Changes to bankruptcy, foreclosure, banking and central bank laws

Policy recommendation 1

Issue
Strength of legal rights and recovery rates are low in 
Iran

The bankruptcy and foreclosure laws in Iran have led 
to Iran having the weakest strength in legal rights 
and the lowest recovery rates in the peer group.

The banking and central bank laws do not give 
sufficient power to the CBI for issuing regulation, 
enforcement of regulation, resolution of failing 
institutions, etc. 

Policy recommendation

The bankruptcy and foreclosure laws need to be reviewed with the objective of improving legal rights and 
recovery rates. 

Banking and central bank laws need to be revised strengthening the power of the CBI so that the CBI has the 
power to issue regulations, enforce these regulations and take over the control of weak and failing banks.

The bankruptcy and foreclosure laws need to be reviewed with the objective of improving legal rights and 
recovery rates. 

Banking and central bank laws need to be revised strengthening the power of the CBI so that the CBI has the 
power to issue regulations, enforce these regulations and take over the control of weak and failing banks.



Capacity building for CBI & the banking industry

Policy recommendation 2

Issue Skills development

In addition to sanctions, Iran’s banking system has 
been relatively isolated from the global financial 
system in terms of evolving knowledge, skills, 
technology & banking best practices.

Policy recommendation

As sanctions may be lifted imminently, the CBI should seek to develop the skills and knowledge from 
international experts to support financial stability in areas including supervision, risk management, credit, 
corporate governance, capital adequacy, etc.

Issuing regulation will not be sufficient, knowledge and skills development is required from Board of Directors on 
issues including corporate governance, strategy, risk management, international accounting, Basel reforms, etc. 
down to entry level bankers so that all management, directors and staff are empowered with the skills and 
knowledge to evolve the banking industry in a financially stable and prudent manner to support economic growth.

As sanctions may be lifted imminently, the CBI should seek to develop the skills and knowledge from 
international experts to support financial stability in areas including supervision, risk management, credit, 
corporate governance, capital adequacy, etc.

Issuing regulation will not be sufficient, knowledge and skills development is required from Board of Directors on 
issues including corporate governance, strategy, risk management, international accounting, Basel reforms, etc. 
down to entry level bankers so that all management, directors and staff are empowered with the skills and 
knowledge to evolve the banking industry in a financially stable and prudent manner to support economic growth.



Regulatory rulebook

Policy recommendation 3

Issue

Banking regulations in Iran are not in line with international best practices for elements such as risk management, 
licensing, corporate governance, capital adequacy, liquidity, internal controls, accounting and auditing standards, 
etc. 

The weak regulatory rules have allowed the banking system to become financially weak and the system is not 
supporting economic growth sufficiently.

Banking regulations in Iran are not in line with international best practices for elements such as risk management, 
licensing, corporate governance, capital adequacy, liquidity, internal controls, accounting and auditing standards, 
etc. 

The weak regulatory rules have allowed the banking system to become financially weak and the system is not 
supporting economic growth sufficiently.

Policy recommendation

A comprehensive regulatory rulebook needs to be established for each license type (e.g. commercial banks, 
credit institutions, development banks, etc.).

Versions should be available in English for the ease of international bodies like the IMF & Basel Committee as 
well as to show the global financial services industry that Iran complies with international best practices. Careful 
phase in will be required in areas such as public disclosure and financial reporting.

A comprehensive regulatory rulebook needs to be established for each license type (e.g. commercial banks, 
credit institutions, development banks, etc.).

Versions should be available in English for the ease of international bodies like the IMF & Basel Committee as 
well as to show the global financial services industry that Iran complies with international best practices. Careful 
phase in will be required in areas such as public disclosure and financial reporting.



Implement international accounting, auditing & reporting standards

Policy recommendation 4

Issue
Iran’s accounting & reporting standards are not 
aligned to current international standards

Iranian accounting standards are not aligned to 
current international standards and specifically omit 
many aspects related to financial instruments such 
as IAS 39, IFRS 7 & IFRS9. Also, weak corporate 
governance practices in Iran have led to lower 
reliance on audits. These issues combined have led 
to unreliable financial reporting.

Policy recommendation

While CBI does not have authority to mandate changes to the local accounting standards body, it can require 
banks to prepare financial statements in accordance with international standards. In addition, in parallel with 
corporate governance rules being implemented, the CBI should strengthen the role of the audit committee and 
issue regulations on auditing standards and require external auditors to be approved by the CBI. Some central 
banks require joint external auditors and CBI can consider this for the interim (of e.g. 3 years) with an 
international accounting firm.
CBI should work in collaboration with the SEO so that SEO can mandate publicly listed companies top also 
adhere to these accounting, auditing and reporting standards.

While CBI does not have authority to mandate changes to the local accounting standards body, it can require 
banks to prepare financial statements in accordance with international standards. In addition, in parallel with 
corporate governance rules being implemented, the CBI should strengthen the role of the audit committee and 
issue regulations on auditing standards and require external auditors to be approved by the CBI. Some central 
banks require joint external auditors and CBI can consider this for the interim (of e.g. 3 years) with an 
international accounting firm.
CBI should work in collaboration with the SEO so that SEO can mandate publicly listed companies top also 
adhere to these accounting, auditing and reporting standards.



Asset quality review, operational audits and restructuring of banks

Policy recommendation 5

Issue Iran’s banking system is under-capitalised

The IMF raised concerns in 2011 that the banking 
sector is under-capitalized.

Given low provision rates, capital adequacy rules 
being outdated and concern over the reliability of 
financial statements, there is concern that capital is 
too low in the banking system.

Policy recommendation

The CBI should organize asset quality reviews involving analysis of source data and file reviews. Operational 
audits would identify concerns with the way the bank is run, including governance, credit culture, technology, 
risk management and financial controls.

These AQRs and operational audits would lead to bank specific financial and operational restructuring plans 
which Management of the Bank would be required to undertake.

The objective is that the required level of capital and liquidity for each bank is verified and the practices that have 
led to the financial ill health are identified are corrected.

The CBI should organize asset quality reviews involving analysis of source data and file reviews. Operational 
audits would identify concerns with the way the bank is run, including governance, credit culture, technology, 
risk management and financial controls.

These AQRs and operational audits would lead to bank specific financial and operational restructuring plans 
which Management of the Bank would be required to undertake.

The objective is that the required level of capital and liquidity for each bank is verified and the practices that have 
led to the financial ill health are identified are corrected.



Injection of capital and liquidity into the banking system

Policy recommendation 6

Issue Iranian banks are under capitalised

The banking system in Iran has low capital adequacy 
and a high level of NPLs. 

The continued deterioration of the health of the 
banking system has led to a decline in credit to the  
private sector which has impacted economic 
growth.

The financial ill health of banks has reduced lending 
to the private sector

Policy recommendation

In addition to regulatory and operational changes, 
financial restructuring including the injection of 
capital and liquidity into the banking system are 
urgently required. 
However, this should be completed in parallel with 
the wider changes otherwise there is a risk that 
increased lending is done to companies who will 
become non-performing. The objective is to 
stimulate lending to finance productive growth.



Creation of a centralised collection agency for NPLs

Policy recommendation 7

Issue
In 2011, IMF assessed that Iran had the highest NPL 
in the peer group with the lowest provision cover

The NPLs in the banking sector have risen to levels 
that are impacting growth prospects. 

The recovery rate for Iran is less than 20% due to 
bankruptcy and foreclosure laws being weak.

Policy recommendation

A centralized asset management company to be 
established to centrally manage and collect NPLs on 
behalf of the banking sector.
Specialised courts to be established affiliated to the 
AMC with appropriately skilled staff to resolve cases 
quickly where the counterparty is unwilling to 
cooperate or where the business is not viable.
Rules barring non-performing counterparties from 
further borrowing from the sector to be developed.

A centralized asset management company to be 
established to centrally manage and collect NPLs on 
behalf of the banking sector.
Specialised courts to be established affiliated to the 
AMC with appropriately skilled staff to resolve cases 
quickly where the counterparty is unwilling to 
cooperate or where the business is not viable.
Rules barring non-performing counterparties from 
further borrowing from the sector to be developed.

Strength of legal rights and recovery rates are low in 
Iran



Establishing a local credit rating agency

Policy recommendation 8

Issue
A local credit rating agency will encourage financing 
productivity

There is no credit rating agency operating in Iran. 
Credit rating agencies are distinct from credit 
bureaus (which identify past repayment regularity). 
Credit rating agencies assign credit ratings which rate 
the debtor’s ability to pay back debt by making 
timely payments and the likelihood of default based 
on the strength of their financials, business model 
and management quality.

Policy recommendation

The CBI should work with the SEO and facilitate the establishment of a local credit rating agency in conjunction 
with an international experienced firm. 
The rating agency should be mandated to rate all banks, listed companies and all debt issuances.
This will improve banks’ ability to assess the credit worthiness of corporate customers and also encourage the 
banks themselves to improve their financial condition as ratings generally directly impact the cost of borrowing for 
rated companies (both banks and non-financial corporates).

The CBI should work with the SEO and facilitate the establishment of a local credit rating agency in conjunction 
with an international experienced firm. 
The rating agency should be mandated to rate all banks, listed companies and all debt issuances.
This will improve banks’ ability to assess the credit worthiness of corporate customers and also encourage the 
banks themselves to improve their financial condition as ratings generally directly impact the cost of borrowing for 
rated companies (both banks and non-financial corporates).



Investment company to purchase bank buildings

Policy recommendation 9

Issue
The sale and leaseback of bank branches would 
lessen the financial burden on the government

Iran’s banking sector owns many of the bank 
branches and a significant number of these are not 
valued on the balance sheets of banks at fair value. 

There is an opportunity to revalue these assets, but 
this would not enable banks to increase lending to 
the real economy.

Policy recommendation

An investment company to be established to purchase and lease back bank buildings which can be done on a 
cash neutral basis. 

Such an arrangement would improve the capital position of banks and increase their ability to extend lending.

An investment company to be established to purchase and lease back bank buildings which can be done on a 
cash neutral basis. 

Such an arrangement would improve the capital position of banks and increase their ability to extend lending.



Changing rules for capital markets

Policy recommendation 10

Issue
Bond market development is an essential part of 
financial market development 

The manner in which debt capital markets are 
structured means that banks have to under write a 
bond issuance and guarantee a buy back for the 
duration of its issuance. This leads to much higher 
fees charged by banks to the issuers, resulting in 
higher interest rates and lower levels of bond 
issuance. The low availability of corporate bonds has 
impacted the amount of interest yielding liquid 
assets that banks are able to invest in.

Policy recommendation

The rules for debt capital instrument issuance 
should be changed significantly to foster an 
environment where a larger amount of bonds are 
issued. 

Additionally, the development of a local derivatives 
market will allow banks and corporates to hedge 
foreign exchange and commodity price risk as 
international markets are not available. 

The rules for debt capital instrument issuance 
should be changed significantly to foster an 
environment where a larger amount of bonds are 
issued. 

Additionally, the development of a local derivatives 
market will allow banks and corporates to hedge 
foreign exchange and commodity price risk as 
international markets are not available. 

Bond issuance in Iran is significantly lower than in 
countries with more developed financial systems



Changes to rules governing credit institutions

Policy recommendation 11

Issue Interest rates spreads have been squeezed

Credit institutions while outside the scope of CBI 
regulation have provided an import role in financial 
inclusion, serving those segments of society that 
banks have neglected. 
As a result, these institutions charge higher rates on 
loans and hence are able to offer higher interest 
rates on deposits. The growth of these intuitions has 
pressured banks to offer higher rates on deposits 
and squeezed profitability of commercial banking. 

Policy recommendation

Credit institutions should come under the CBI regulatory umbrella with special licenses that allow them to lend 
to specific segments (e.g. consumer loans, SME, etc.).

Also, the deposits from these institutions should be moved to commercial banks so that all deposit taking 
institutions are subject to stricter regulation. The credit institutions would then borrow from wholesale money 
markets.

Credit institutions should come under the CBI regulatory umbrella with special licenses that allow them to lend 
to specific segments (e.g. consumer loans, SME, etc.).

Also, the deposits from these institutions should be moved to commercial banks so that all deposit taking 
institutions are subject to stricter regulation. The credit institutions would then borrow from wholesale money 
markets.



Establish an international financial centre

Policy recommendation 12

Issue FDI impacts economic growth

Very few international financial entities are serving 
the Iranian market which affects the level of foreign 
direct investment.

Iran’s legal and regulatory environment is not 
conducive to attracting foreign direct investment.

Policy recommendation

CBI and SEO to establish an international financial centre with its own legal system and courts distinct from those 
in Iran, with jurisdiction over corporate, civil, employment, trusts and securities law matters. This would enable 
foreign business and financial entities to reach Iran’s markets and create an environment for progress and 
economic development with the needed legal, business and physical infrastructure benchmarked against 
international standards.

CBI and SEO to establish an international financial centre with its own legal system and courts distinct from those 
in Iran, with jurisdiction over corporate, civil, employment, trusts and securities law matters. This would enable 
foreign business and financial entities to reach Iran’s markets and create an environment for progress and 
economic development with the needed legal, business and physical infrastructure benchmarked against 
international standards.
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